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"The Elden Ring" is a fantasy action RPG, crafted with the goal of providing players a game where they can
effortlessly experience the wondrous drama of the Lands Between without the cumbersome burdens of choosing
the protagonist. Features: ◆ A Vast World Where Everything Has Meaning A vast world where open fields with a
variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are seamlessly connected.
The fact that you can go anywhere makes the world full of excitement, and through the use of an adventure
map, you can freely progress through all of the places. ◆ A Unique Character Customization System Change the
appearance of your character, including the gender, facial appearance, hair color, eyes, and voice, freely. Equip
weapons, armor, and magic that you want. You can freely combine the equipped items. Enchant weapons and
armor with high level materials. Enchant swords with magic, allowing them to create a strong foe that will bring
dramatic gameplay. ◆ A Powerful Play Style Change the attributes of your character to increase the strength of
his muscle or magic, for example, to increase his attack power and skill magic. In "The Elden Ring," there are no
classes or age restrictions. Respond to every situation freely by choosing your play style. Encourage and
promote what you feel is the most natural. ◆ The High Sense of Accomplishment A vast world that contains the
best weapon collection, best equipment, and best spell. It all depends on whether or not you equip what you
want. In the best situation, you may even be able to defeat the enemy in a single battle. The incomparable
feeling when you hold a "Best equipment of the Lands Between," is a joy that can never be forgotten. ◆ Powerful
Multiplayer Live as a group with the "Mansion" and visit other Players' Mansions. ◆ A Beautiful Story Line with
Unique Music A multilayered story of the hero, Tarnished, born from a myth of the Lands Between. A story of
love and betrayal, the nobility of life and the sorrows of youth. Voice acting and illustrations of the story, along
with a flowing story that changes every time you play. Gameplay and story included in the free update are fully
voiced. ◆ Developer Support We listen to the opinions of our supporters, and we will listen to yours as well!

Features Key:
Two Person Role Play Aids:

1. Huge Map
2. Crafting Rules
3. Customizable Wizardry Skills
4. Attack Customization
5. Depth Of Game Design
6. Fast Paced Combat

Role-play AI Assistant:

1. Character Development & Customization
2. New Game Interfaces:

1. Manage Characters
2. Battle Content
3. Inventory / Journal
4. Map Editor

Hybrid Gameplay

1. Online Solo & Multiplayer Battles
2. Civilian Operations
3. Early Access Multiplayer Battle Content

Tips and other tidbits:

1. World Map Features:
1. Various dynamic features
2. Explore at Your Own Pace
3. Find Waypoints For Easy Navigation

Visit the SEGA official WEB page for Elden Ring to read more:
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ENJOY, PLAY, CREATE!
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